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FOOD SAFETYFOOD SAFETYFOOD SAFETYFOOD SAFETY is now the focus of any food company and 
suppliers have to guarantee the product specification 
compliance to their customers.  
OLTREMARE proposes its new packing line of the series 
CLEANPACKCLEANPACKCLEANPACKCLEANPACK so that the finished product is vacuum packed 
and gas flushed in compliance with the strictest food safety 
rules. 
The CLEANPACK CLEANPACK CLEANPACK CLEANPACK NUTS PACKING LINENUTS PACKING LINENUTS PACKING LINENUTS PACKING LINE optimizes the logistic 
operations and costs and increases the product SHELF LIFESHELF LIFESHELF LIFESHELF LIFE
with minimum use of labour, space and power. 
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The The The The CLEANPACK NUTS PACKING LINECLEANPACK NUTS PACKING LINECLEANPACK NUTS PACKING LINECLEANPACK NUTS PACKING LINE    is is is is 
composed of :composed of :composed of :composed of :    

� a sieve for heavy foreign matters removal  
� an aspiration for light foreign matter 

removal 
� an X Ray sorter for removing glass, 

stones, metals, ceramics, plastics etc 
� an automatic filling and weighing system 

for 25, 50 Lb packages or Big Bags 
� a vacuum packing machine for the 

packing of 25 and 50 Lb and Big Bags 
with gas flushing 

� a label printer for traceability information 
as optional 

� future possibility to couple the line with a 
Pasteurizer/Infestation Control System, 
currently under development, for the 
microbiological and infestation 
compliance of the cashews (no Chemical 
Fumigation) 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
    

                                                                                                                    

OLTREMARE SRL 

Via dell’Industria,17-19 Zona Ind. Bargellino - 40012 Calderara di Reno (BO) Italy
                  �+39 051 29 88 311 - �+39 051 29 88 333 

mail: info@oltremare.biz - olcashew@oltremare.biz 
web: www.oltremare.biz 

Technical features of the Technical features of the Technical features of the Technical features of the 
PACKING LINEPACKING LINEPACKING LINEPACKING LINE    ::::

� dimensions: 20000x10000x4500 (H) mm
� capacity: 1400 kg/h in input
� compressed air consumption: 20 m

7 bar pressure

� installed power: 17 kW

40012 Calderara di Reno (BO) Italy 

Technical features of the Technical features of the Technical features of the Technical features of the CLEANPACK NUTS CLEANPACK NUTS CLEANPACK NUTS CLEANPACK NUTS 
::::    

dimensions: 20000x10000x4500 (H) mm 

capacity: 1400 kg/h in input 
compressed air consumption: 20 m3/h at 
7 bar pressure 

talled power: 17 kW 


